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FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

 

  On March 22, 2010 Kalindi made a talk titled, “K20100322 Kalindi explains 

Initiation Process for the Longevity of the Mission and the 100th Monkey.” On this 

talk Kalindi gave important information about the following points. In order to fully 

get Kalindi’s intent it is highly recommended to read the full transcript. 

   

  Points from the Talk 

M • Kalindi’s job is to create and leave on the planet one hundred full blown masters that 

can guide people Home to God. 

 • The masters left behind are going to be able to initiate disciples into Kalindi. 

 • It is Kalindi’s name that will be chanted throughout the world, and it will be 

Gourasana’s name that will be along with Kalindi: Gourasana and Kalindi. Mainly 

because people will know Kalindi’s body on the earth more than they knew 

Gourasana in the bodies. But people who are going deeply back to God will come to 

know the mantra of Gourasana. And the people of the world will come to know of the 

singing and talking of Kalindi. 

 • Kalindi is calling her Mission , “The Hundredth Monkey Mission.” That power of the 

Hundredth Monkey Mission will always be in this Mission. That is why there needs 

to be the one hundred masters and then it will pop. 

 • If there is ever some master or leader or someone that leaves this particular Mission 

and splits off and creates a different path, that is fine because it is also a path to God. 

That different path is going to carry these teachings. It has a master that is full of 

Kalindi’s teachings and that path has the presence of Gourasana, of course. But that 

path will not carry the power for someone to break the cycle of birth and death. That 

will be the difference. 

 


